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Global  Research  strives  for  peace,  and  we  have  but  one  mandate:  to  share  timely,
independent and vital information to readers across the globe. We act as a global platform
to let the voices of dissent, protest, and expert witnesses and academics be heard and
disseminated internationally.

We need to stand together to continuously question politics,  false statements, and the
suppression of independent thought.
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reporting in the ongoing battle against media disinformation. (click image above to donate)
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Oil-rich Neuquén, Argentina – Site of a New U.S. Military Base

By W.T. Whitney Jr., July 18, 2018

Obsessive media focus on President Trump’s personal indecencies undoubtedly contributes
to important news stories not seeing the light of day. In that regard, it’s no wonder the U.S.
public is generally unaware of U.S. military interventions in parts of the world, particularly in
Latin America. That way, U.S. imperial excess gets a pass.
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Africa: Contradictions between Regional Security and Imperialist Interventions

By Abayomi Azikiwe, July 18, 2018

This gathering took place amid the burgeoning challenges facing the African continent
involving the efforts to realize a meaningful peace process in the Republic of South Sudan,
an  ongoing  independence  movement  to  liberate  the  Western  Sahara  from  Moroccan
occupation, gender equality and end to violence against women, the recently-announced
African Continental Free Trade Area (AfCFTA) and the role of imperialism as it relates to the
question of national and regional security.

India: The Assault on Scholar and Social Activist Swami Agnivesh

By Dr. Chandra Muzaffar, July 18, 2018

The assassins are allegedly from the youth wing of the BJP, the ruling party. They had torn
his clothes and hurled abuses at Agnivesh. They were angry that the activist had made a
statement defending the consumption of beef. In recent months, the consumption of beef in
a society where the cow is venerated has become a volatile issue with cases reported of
Muslims being killed because they had eaten the meat of  the animal  even within the
confines of their homes.     

A Short History of the Costs of Military Air Shows

By Dr. Gary G. Kohls, July 18, 2018

Pilots  from the US Department  of  the Navy returned from World  War II  flush with pride at
winning  the  war  in  the  Pacific.  So,  in  1946,  the  Navy  established  a  base  of  naval  air
operations on the shores of the Gulf of Mexico where the Blue Angels began doing air shows
for the public, partly for recruiting future pilots and partly for raising unit morale. 

Helsinki – Trump and Putin – a Showdown for Summer Doldrums or a Genuine Attempt
Towards Peace?

By Peter Koenig, July 18, 2018

President Trump, opened the meeting by saying that up to now relations between the
United States and Russia were bad, and confessing that the US was to blame for it. He
wanted them to improve and hoped that this meeting – he indicated that others of similar
nature  may  follow  –  may  be  a  first  step  towards  normalizing  relations  between  the  two
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atomic super-powers which together, he said, control 90% of the world’s nuclear destructive
force.  A  timely  admission,  but  ignoring  the  most  dangerous  and unpredictable  atomic
power, the rogue nation of Israel.

Video: Criminalization of War, Israel’s Biggest Concentration Camp. Michel Chossudovsky

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky and Astro Awani, July 18, 2018

Watch the interview of  Prof.  Michel  Chossudovsky with  Malaysia’s  Astro  Awani  on the
Criminalization of War, focus on Israel’s massacre in Gaza.

According to Prof. Chossudovsky, “… the problem is in addressing the complicity of the
international community in closing their eyes regarding these atrocities.”
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